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Urban Umbrella installed at 701 Madison Ave, New York

A Selection of Recently Completed Jobs

425 Lexington Avenue, Manhattan Building 77, Brooklyn Navy Yard

606 Eighth Avenue South, Nashville TN 116 West 58th Street, Manhattan

102 Greene Street, Manhattan (Cartier) 141 East 76th Street, Manhattan (Lenox Hill Hospital)

140 West 57th Street, Manhattan 162 Fifth Avenue, Manhattan

Urban Umbrella Expanding into New Markets with New
Cost-Effective Product

Urban Umbrella recently unveiled its new sidewalk scaffolding product at 411 Broadway in Downtown Nashville at the
development site of Garth Brooks’ new multilevel honky-tonk bar and entertainment venue. With an eye on expansion, in
2020, Urban Umbrella began developing a new, more cost-competitive product better suited for these other cities. The new
product will be less expensive to fabricate, allowing the company to be more cost competitive and expand into new markets.
Urban Umbrella expects to open up eight newly identified markets in 2023. Urban Umbrella’s new product retains the
premium feel the company’s standard product has come to be known for. It features glossy white beams and legs, a decorative
white roofing element, white LED arc lights, and a white perforated parapet. The system is entirely customizable, with
plentiful opportunities for signage and branding. In New York, luxury retail clients, renowned hotels, local businesses, and
more transform their standard Urban Umbrellas utilizing the company’s marketing capabilities.

Urban Umbrella Launches Dallas
Now Live in Nine Markets

Urban Umbrella launched its ninth market this winter. We will soon be live in Maryland and Austin.

Event Activation Product Live Again at Bryant Park Winter
Village

Urban Umbrella launched its second project in Bank of America’s annual Winter Village in New York City’s Bryant Park with
its Event Activation Product. The new Urban Umbrella product allows patrons to dine within heated igloos atop and beside the
Urban Umbrella platform.

Book here and reserve your Cozy Igloo

Urban Umbrella Launches Art Activation Product at Miami
Beach's Art Basel

Urban Umbrella took center stage at Design Miami/ 2022, providing its new Art Activation product for an exhibit hosted by
Jason Jacques Gallery. Urban Umbrella’s new Art Activation product incorporates elements of its scaffolding for utilization in
creative non-construction-related use cases. Jason Jacques Gallery commissioned the new product as a multi-level structure
ensconcing Finnish ceramic sculptor Kim Simonsson’s Moss People. The green epoxy-covered and flocked clay figures are
playfully positioned atop, beneath, beside, and around the Urban Umbrella, which visitors can walk through.

Urban Umbrella first launched its Art Activation product in New York with WXY Architecture and Uber Eats in 2021 to
construct elegant canopies that displayed local artists’ work. This past summer, Urban Umbrella’s Art Activation product was
also featured by the National Building Museum in Washington, D.C., which utilized the Urban Umbrella system as a vessel for
The Playhouse, an interactive, immersive exhibition. Urban Umbrella has also participated in multiple seasons of New York
Fashion Week and has curated dozens of Brand Activations at luxury retail storefronts.

Read about the launch here: Urban Umbrella Launches Art Activation Product at Design Miami/ 2022 With Jason Jacques
Gallery

Access Agreement Q&A with Law Firm, Rukab Brash

Urban Umbrella recently sat down with Jack Rukab and Benjamin Brash of Rukab Brash PLLC—one of New York City’s
premier real estate and construction law firms— to discuss one of the more thorny elements of the sidewalk scaffolding
installation process: Access agreements. Before starting their own law firm, Jack and Ben worked in real estate development.
While working together, they discovered the lack of access agreement experts in NYC and took the opportunity to fill the
need. Through their work and creative strategies, Jack and Ben have become the go-to attorneys for licensing and neighboring
access.

Q: How long does it take to get an access agreement?
A: There is no set timeframe for access agreements. If all parties are reachable, agreeable, amicable, and understanding, best
case scenario is the agreement is signed about sixty days or so from first contact. But, problem cases see agreements drag on
for years, especially if litigation is required. It is, however, a last resort to go in front of a judge with access agreement issues.

Q: How much does an access agreement cost?
A: There is no standard access agreement cost; rather, they can range from a few thousand to hundreds of thousands. The bulk
of the access agreement cost comprises construction and legal fees. In New York, it is customary for the asking party to pay all
fees incurred by the party granting access. For this reason, if lawyers and engineers are involved, it is best to budget between
$7,500 and $15,000.

Q: Any advice for how to deal with a troubling neighbor?
A: As far as access agreements go, in-person discussions with all parties help best. If troubles arise with a neighbor, get
everyone in a room together and accurately describe in layman's terms the work that needs to be done and what is needed
from them. Remember that everyone pegs different values to their property rights.

Q: Any advice for making the access agreement process as quick and painless as possible?
A: What can frustrate the development of an access agreement more than anything else is the asking party entering into the
agreement unprepared. Before seeking out an access agreement, each asking party should strive to have all their ducks in a
row and do their diligence. Oftentimes, all exhibits mentioned in each agreement (DOB Approved Drawings, etc.) are highly
scrutinized, so it is important to have these prepared and checked before formally entering into the agreement. Do the most
you can to control your access agreement. Including too much information is better than too little. Plan to incorporate a
modest license fee, an agreement to reimburse the professional fees incurred by the party granting access, a detailed access
scope, access terms, and insurance and indemnification information.

Read the full Q&A with Rukab Brash Here

Live on Madison Avenue with Swiss Watchmaker Jaeger-
LeCoultre

Luxury Swiss watchmaker Jaeger-LeCoultre unveiled the New York location of their Reverso 1931 Café, a multi-sensory,
tailor-made experience built as an “Homage to Art Deco” on Manhattan’s Upper East Side. For the opening, the Reverso
signature patterning was applied to Urban Umbrella's column legs via black vinyl, the brace fillers, and the parapet. A custom
lighting layout pops against a black ceiling. The sleek design parallels Jaeger-LeCoultre’s own modus operandi, embracing the
artful marriage of prestige and function. The Jaeger-LeCoultre Reverso 1931 Café New York is located at 729 Madison
Avenue.
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DOB commissioner resigns amid reported illegal gambling probe - NY1

Urban Umbrella Launches in Nation’s Capital, Expanding Its Event Canopies Product Line - Yahoo Finance 

Manhattan Bounces Back in Global Internation and CRE Activity Amid Challenges - Commercial Observer 

What Recession? CRE Leaders Cautiously Optimisitc - Commercial Observer 
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Airbnb hits record profits as guests return to cities - CRAIN’S

Vornado delays Penn Station redevelopment, plans to cut dividend - CRAIN’S

New Safety Stop-Work Orders from NYC’s DOB - SunNews
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Despite the economic gloom, retailers are bullish on NYC’s luxury corridors - New York Post 
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Michael Shvo and Jeff Greene talk distress, opportunities in office - TRD
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Now Live at H&M on Fifth Avenue

Key Updates to the NY Building Code

This November 7th, the long-awaited 2022 New York City Building Code went into effect. The new code includes over 600
major changes based on the most recent edition of the International Code Council’s I-Codes that aim to improve building
safety and incorporate the “latest in building technologies.”

The changes, many rightfully spun as “enhancements,” affect a diverse collection of topics ranging from sustainability and
tenant protection to elevator inspection and construction procedure. Changes particularly pertinent to Urban Umbrella amend
oft-stated shortcomings in the Code surrounding public protection. For instance, to reduce the number of unaesthetic, dingy,
and occasionally crime-ridden “blind” pedestrian tunnels built for construction projects, netting, low barriers, and chain link
fencing are now permitted for usage instead. This allows us to be more creative when it comes to such installations and in the
utilization of such materials.

The changes Urban Umbrella is most excited about, however, are the special privileges originally granted to the company via
DOB Memo in 2011. On November 7th, several of these privileges surrounding color became officially written into the Code.
While all sidewalk sheds erected after July 1st, 2013, must be hunter green and/or metallic grey in color, now “sidewalk sheds
that are of a model whose prototype won a design competition recognized by the city may be white in color.” Of course, Urban
Umbrella was the only winner of the only design competition held by the City (UrbanShed, in 2009), which directly
benefits the company. Further, the new Code states that while construction fencing must be hunter green as well citywide,
“where the sidewalk shed installed at the site is of a model whose prototype won a design competition recognized by the city,
the fence may be painted the same color as the shed.”

After November 7th, these updates become legally enforceable under DOB jurisdiction. Other companies can be fined hefty
sums for white sheds and fencing and may even receive partial stop-work orders for repeat violations. Although the 2011 DOB
Memo was already enforceable to an extent, these Code changes bolster Urban Umbrella’s premium, unequaled standing in
New York’s scaffolding industry.

New DOB Rules on Scaffolding Renewals in NY

This past year, the DOB has seen a whirlwind of changes. From a scathing audit ending in January to the marred resignation of
the DOB Commissioner just this month, sailing has been anything but smooth. But, despite the headlines, there is evidence the
agency is changing for the better, placing a greater emphasis on safety. The long-awaited 2022 update to the Municipal
Building Code went live on November 7th, and several major bulletins released throughout the year were touted by a DOB
spokesperson as “significant step[s] forward in ensuring [New York’s] buildings are the safest they can be.”

One such bulletin, released July 8th and set to go into effect between July 15th and November 7th, adds to the process of
deinstalling sidewalk scaffolding in certain distinct situations in order to certify that said deinstallations are done safely and
efficiently. The standard process for removing a sidewalk shed involves, simply, notifying the DOB and closing the permit(s).
Now, in addition, certain sidewalk sheds must undergo a Site Safety Release, which comprises passing a site safety inspection
conducted by the DOB’s Construction Safety Compliance Unit after a removal is formally requested online. Sidewalk sheds
that qualify include those tied to a site safety plan and those installed in front of buildings greater than either 10+ stories tall or
100,000 square feet in size. Sheds meeting those conditions can only be removed once they pass inspection. Although the
removal process is ultimately made safer, making removals subject to an extra hurdle does limit how quickly they can be
carried out.

Now Live at Starwood’s 1 Hotel in NYC

Urban Umbrella in the News

Urban Umbrella Launches Art Activation Product at Design Miami/ 2022 With Jason Jacques Gallery

Urban Umbrella Unveils New Scaffolding Product In Downtown Nashville

BrandSafway Debuts The Future Of Overhead Protection At Paseo South Gulch

Urban Umbrella Launches in Nation’s Capital, Expanding Its Event Canopies Product Line

Now Live in Soho with Cartier 

Steinway Tower Replaces 58th Street Entrance Scaffolding
with an Urban Umbrella

Lenox Hill Hospital Replaces Traditional Scaffolding with an
Urban Umbrella
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